
Rustage - AVATAR ft. HalaCG

{Rustage: Verse 1}

They know my name, my face

They say I raised the stakes

I got em talking even in the walls of Ba Sing Se

Light up, I'm changing state

I'm one to play with fate

Just like the Earth Queen, how I'm gonna take their breath away

Done with hearing their offers

Send em back again like I'm Sokka

Any captain seeing who's stronger

Man like Zuko, talking about honor

I gon do the moves that you wanna

Breaking backs and changing their posture

We ain't even on the same genre

You are not apart of my roster

They wanna move, send a round like pebbles

I gon bend they metals

Iroh flow, gonna blow like kettles

Moving blood and vessels

Lords getting brought down to my level

Move the ground, they tremble

I'm so fly like bison

Been the greatest from straight out the temples

{Pre Chorus: HalaCG}

You and me, live in breathe in my element

Never fall, give it all, we're accelerant

Inner state, I create, you're irrelevant

Intelligent regiments, stay away they know better than messing with me

{Chorus: HalaCG}

Jumping in now they're out of luck



And they search high and low, there's no catching us

Start the fire, shake and quell

Yeah, we've got this far

Grab my hand, join the team

I'm the Avatar (x2)

{Verse 2: Rustage}

Standing tall on my own feet

I be moving like I'm a pai sho piece

I got fans on me like I'm Kyoshi

Know why Raava saying she chose me

Keep on talking down in the library

Cause their knowledge base is below me

I'd be redirecting their lightning

But don't see a spark when they show me

Ay, leave white like Suki

Ay, king of rock like Bumi

I'm a thing of beauty

You're more like the movie

You must be on cactus juice cause you be moving looney

I gon move like Varrick move and do the thing like Zhuli

Might ty the leed, but rather show I've won it

Like I'm Azula, and this track gon be my Sozin's comet

Unalaq, converge my bars until the flow harmonic

And I gon leave em like they Aang, they looking frozen solid

{Chorus: HalaCG}

Jumping in now they're out of luck

And they search high and low, there's no catching us

Start the fire, shake and quell

Yeah, we've got this far

Grab my hand, join my team

I'm the Avatar (x2)



{Verse 3: Rustage}

We talk of balance, but we're testing all our limits

And I hope with all our talents, prove we're men and not statistics

From the earth we light a fire with the elements we're gifted

And we keep on wearing masks, but there's connections in our spirits

I've regretted being timid, I'm not resting till I'm finished

Feel the air within my lungs

With every breath that I've been given

It's a legacy, an image

Every lesson, I exhibit

Cause I'll keep on making waves, so I can tell them that I did it

{Pre Chorus: HalaCG}

You and me, live in breathe in my element

Never fall, give it all, we're accelerant

Inner state, I create, you're irrelevant

Intelligent regiments, stay away they know better than messing with me

{Chorus: HalaCG}

Jumping in now they're out of luck

And they search high and low, there's no catching us

Start the fire, shake and quell

Yeah, we've got this far

Grab my hand, join the team

I'm the Avatar (x2)


